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Kickboxing isn’t just about being strong and 
fast, it’s about learning to channel your 
energy from the inside! Let’s channel our 
energy in doing GOOD!
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https://www.trebnje.si/
https://www.facebook.com/kbvfearlessfighters1
https://www.victorygym.sk/?fbclid=IwAR2B24YA09mCu0ZhelaTNiw013awPB2AkIJ0ngmAeRPM-P45C2DGVM0lXl0
http://www.diamondboxing.it/
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https://www.wakoeurope.com/
https://www.kick.rs/
http://www.wako.si/
http://www.slovak-kickboxing.sk/
http://www.institut-ire.eu/de/
http://www.alda-europe.eu/newSite/
http://www.novisad.rs/eng
http://stary.trencin.sk/en/mesto
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en#


DESCRIPTION

Every day people all around the world engage 
in di�erent kind of activities and sports, which 
help them in promoting their creativity and 
self-con�dence, improving memory and 
productivity, and reducing anxiety and 
addiction! But what about those who can't? 
People with di�erent kind of disabilities mostly 
spend their days in institutions such as day-care 
centres, i.e. disability centres. These centres 
enable social inclusion of the disabled in all 
aspects of life and they normally �nance their 
services through the national budget. Extra 
activities (sport being one of them) for 
enhancing the quality of life mostly depend on 
additionally acquired funds and are only carried 
out to such an extent that can be realized 
through these funds.

EQUAL ACCESS TO SPORTS THROUGH 
KICKBOXING

The main objective of the FATE project is to 
achieve social inclusion of the disabled through 
professional/top sport, in our case kickboxing.

We organized four international "FATE FIGHT 
NIGHT" events or kickboxing tournaments 
and donated the through these events raised 
funds to the disability centres and similar 
organizations for additional sports and exer-
cise programs of their members.

Together we raised 7.989,54 € for
4 organizations:

• 2.870,03 € for the day-care centre VDC Novo 
mesto, unit Trebnje (Slovenia), 

• 2.005,00 € for children with autism from the 
centre AUTIS Trenčín (Slovakia),

• 1.524,51 € for the association Udruženje 
DAUN Novi Sad (Serbia),

• 1.590,00 € for the association ANSHaF, the 
National Association for Sport of the Disabled, 
from Trieste (Italy).

In general, the amount doesn’t seem to be high, 
but when compared to the annual budget 
allocated by the individual recipient organizati-
on to the �eld of sport, it represents between 
30% and 86% of the total annual budget for 
the �eld of sport of an individual organizati-
on.

The idea, that should spread not just in kick-
boxing but also in other sports, is that organi-
zers of major sporting events can donate at 
least a part of the collected funds (from ticket 
sales, voluntary contributions etc.) at least once 
a year for sports of the disabled.
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INTERNATIONAL KICKBOXING EVENTS

FATE FIGHT NIGHT Trebnje, Slovenia

Organized by:

Martial arts club Klub borilnih veščin Fearless Fighters

10TH OF MARCH 2018

FATE FIGHT NIGHT Trencín, Slovakia

Organized by:

Victory Gym Trenčín

7TH OF APRIL 2018

FATE FIGHT NIGHT Novi Sad, Serbia

Organized by:

Victory Gym

8TH OF SEPTEMBER 2018

FATE FIGHT NIGHT Trieste, Italy

Organized by:

Boxing Academy Diamond

10TH OF NOVEMBER 2018
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1piJAUYvl0A&list=PL9Ep6X5A8i2D8WxX1L9WRNEbZ7jR9XnNn&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00boS68GUGs&list=PL9Ep6X5A8i2D8WxX1L9WRNEbZ7jR9XnNn&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxKmllbLTO4&index=8&list=PL9Ep6X5A8i2D8WxX1L9WRNEbZ7jR9XnNn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SOpUxZ2YQE&index=7&list=PL9Ep6X5A8i2D8WxX1L9WRNEbZ7jR9XnNn


FATE TRAININGS
with the members
of the disability centres

In the FATE project we not only raised funds for the 
disability centres with international kickboxing events, 
but we also organised joint trainings between the 
members of the partnering martial arts clubs and 
the members of the disability centres. 

The responses were surprising – not only for us but 
also for the leadership of the disability centres and the 
caregivers that accompany the people with disabiliti-
es. They were initially a bit scared but they accepted 
the �ghters quickly, became acquainted with the exer-
cises and engaged in kickboxing and other training 
with pleasure and great zeal. The joint trainings were 
attended by around 70 persons with disabilities. 
Some of the partners in the FATE project already 
preformed several joint trainings and an ongoing 
cooperation between the martial arts clubs and the 
centres was established. 

Unrelated to the joint trainings between the partne-
ring martial arts clubs and the disability centres, the 
assessments of the management of the disability 
centres tell us that around 150 people with disabiliti-
es have been and will be involved in various sports 
activities through the donated funds.

FATE Training Trebnje 

FATE Training Trenčín 

FATE Training Novi Sad 

FATE Training Trieste
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SsX3YO9-wC8&index=4&list=PL9Ep6X5A8i2D8WxX1L9WRNEbZ7jR9XnNn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsHG4I8HVG8&list=PL9Ep6X5A8i2D8WxX1L9WRNEbZ7jR9XnNn&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6g4JA5DCNc&index=2&list=PL9Ep6X5A8i2D8WxX1L9WRNEbZ7jR9XnNn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cFBRf8OHFQ&list=PL9Ep6X5A8i2D8WxX1L9WRNEbZ7jR9XnNn&index=1


In addition to the main objective, the project‘s goal was also to strengthen the mobility of coaches 
and other members of the martial arts clubs with the purpose of exchanging experience in profe-
ssional and amateur training of kickboxing. In four international events, with a total of 56 professio-
nal and amateur �ghts, coaches and �ghters gained additional experience to help them develop their 
careers in the future. All together more than 45 coaches and 91 �ghters from Slovenia, Slovakia, 
Italy, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Czech Republic and Thailand participated in the 4 
international tournaments, from which 6 coaches and 22 �ghters were from the clubs that are 
partners in the project.

MOBILITY of coaches and �ghters for the exchange and gathering of experience

Kickboxing is not yet established as a top-level professional sport and �ghters as athletes are not 
supported by the state or local communities, but are largely dependent on sponsorships. This is why a 
lot of voluntary work is required in this sport. More than 100 volunteers participated in the preparation 
and promotion activities of individual events as part of the project. Despite the stated facts, we mana-
ged to attract over 5,000 visitors to 4 international events, which means that the popularity of this 
sport is rising. A fair share of new enthusiasts was also contributed through the FATE project.

Nothing would be achievable without many hours of VOLUNTARY work

Members of the association Udruženje DAUN Novi Sad greeting the 
audience from the ring on FATE Fight Night Novi Sad, 8. 9. 2018.

FATE project team at the event FATE Fight Night Trebnje, 10. 3. 2018. During the project, partners visited each other and conducted joint 
trainings not only on the dates of FATE events but also on other 

occasions (Novi Sad, August 2018).

FATE project team with members of martial arts clubs at the meeting 
with the City of Novi Sad.
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KICKBOXING – A WORKOUT SUITABLE FOR ALL!

Although we are well aware that this statement is 
hard to believe, please read the following lines. 
Most people know kickboxing from TV screens and 
consider it to be cruel and inadequate. But the facts 
are di�erent. Only a hand full of people who train 
this martial art actually compete as professional 
�ghters. A waste majority of people engage in 
kickboxing as a way of exercise and recreation. 
Variations of this sport such as Fitboxing, Shape 
boxing, Cardio boxing etc. are workouts that are 
increasing in popularity all around the world. The 
workouts are composed of elements of kickboxing 
but the trainings are neither painful nor dangerous.

A big bene�t of a kickboxing workout is that you 
will spend a lot of calories as you will use your whole 
body throughout the training. This workout, just as 
every other exercise or even every harder everyday 
task, should always start with a warm up as this will 
greatly reduce the risk of injuries. It continues with 
kickboxing elements, bag boxing, where you can 
relax your stress and hit harder, and work in pairs. 
When working in pairs, you hold up a special cush-
ion for the partner to box in and thus no one 
receives any dangerous punches. This is also the 
main di�erence between the recreational and com-
petitive version of the sport, and for this reason 
there is no fear that recreational kickboxing could 
cause any painful punches or even injuries. The 
workout ends with stretching and relaxing of the 
whole body. In this manner we can achieve positive 
e�ects on our body and our general well-being as 
we gain and maintain �exibility and build up power 
and endurance through a safe training.

Positive E�ects 
The partnering martial arts clubs de�ned the 

following positive e�ects of the recreational 
version of kickboxing:

At the same time, the coaches, when comparing 
their experience, established that each of them 
started to train kickboxing for di�erent reasons 
(from low self-esteem to juvenile delinquency), 
but all experienced a common e�ect, which was 
that kickboxing helped them put their life back on 
the right track. As the main non-physical e�ects 
of this sport they therefore emphasised learning 
respect, discipline, hard work, perseverance, ... The 
coaches especially recommend kickboxing to 
parents i.e. their children, as they can use up 
excessive energy through training and strengthen 
the body, while also learning how to respect their 
peers (other children) and trainers (adults) as well 
as discipline and perseverance.

developing motoric skills (best for children);
improving coordination and �exibility;
improving posture and stability 
(strengthening the body core);
improving balance;
shaping the body and reducing the 
percentage of fat;
better pulmonary and cardiac capacity;
reducing the risk of heart disease;
increasing bone density;
improving concentration;
increasing self-esteem;
relaxation.
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Before starting any kind of exercise, please make sure you are healthy and capable of working out. 
Consult your physician or other health care professional before starting this or any other exercise 
routine to avoid injuries or other side e�ects.

BASIC TRAINING OF KICKBOXING with video presentations

Let's begin ...

WARM UP

Each workout should begin with a warm up which 
consists of movements that prepare the whole 
body for the exercises. The purpose is to improve 
muscle elasticity thus preventing injuries through 
increasing heart rate and blood �ow to working 
muscles. The warm up also increases the e�ciency 
of the workout.

After warm up, we proceed with stretching 
focusing on the shoulder, hip and knee joints as 
well as ankles and wrists, as these are most 
burdened in kickboxing.

When things get real ...

WORKOUT 1, 2, 3
The cool down ...

STRETCHING

First steps ...

BASICS OF KICKBOXING

In this part, we get to know the basic elements of 
kickboxing. We learn how to move our feet and body 
correctly, how to slip, bob and weave – all moves to 
avoid incoming punches, and how to punch and kick. At 
the beginning the elements may appear technically 
demanding, but eventually the technique gets better 
and better and the moves become automatic. In this 
stage, the intensity of the training is slightly increased 
after warm up and it prepares us for the main part of the 
workout that follows. Perform the moves shown slowly 
at �rst or adjust the speed to your �tness capabilities. 
When performing the moves, be �exible and keep 
abdominal muscles tense. Coordinate the moves of the 
hands and legs.

To cool down and reset after a 
workout we use stretching. We 
stretch the muscles slowly, with 
calm breathing, all movements 
are controlled, slow and painless. 
This part will help you relax the 
muscles after exercising (you will 
avoid muscle pain) and help you 
maintain �exibility and vitality.

To view the entire video workout

CLICK HERE

The shown routines are suitable for an individual training, i.e. 
exercising without a partner. The �rst routine is done without pauses 
and can be repeated several times at a suitable repetition rate, thus 
achieving the e�ects of an aerobic exercise.

In the second part a routine also known as the "tabata" follows. This 
routine shifts to whole workout to anaerobic or high intensity interval 
training. It will help you accelerate the heart rate to your maximum 
and speed up your metabolism.

If you are in good �tness, you can repeat both routines several times. 
You can also combine them depending on the desired e�ect and your 
physical condition. For optimal e�ect the whole workout should take 
about 45 minutes.

As an additional workout, for exercising at home with no sports 
equipment, we added a weight training routine, where the weights 
are replaced with 2 bottles of water (0.5 kg). With this exercise you can 
make your training harder but also fun.

1 2

3 4
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD3eEEsaYJo&t=3m6s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD3eEEsaYJo&t=6m41s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD3eEEsaYJo&t=10m7s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD3eEEsaYJo&t=13m45s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD3eEEsaYJo&t=18m45s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD3eEEsaYJo&t=20m16s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD3eEEsaYJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD3eEEsaYJo


CONTACT

Municipality of Trebnje
Goliev trg 5
8210 Trebnje
Slovenia
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